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About This Game

Panco's Journey is a 2D Platformer puzzle game where you incarnate Panco, a white little cat, on his journey in Elemalia.

Panco has the ability to shapeshift with the help of Elemalia's residents. You can transform up to 3 different elements, each
accompanied by their unique movements and interactions.

Water form: Where you can swim in water and climb waterfalls!
Fire form: Where you float, can get carried by wind and burn wood!

Electric form: Where you can travel in iron wires and dash on a short distance!

You can interact with many objects of the world to draw yourself a way through the level!

Grab coins on the level to unlock new zones and continue your journey!
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As a puzzle game, I can't recommend this - the good puzzles are few and far between, and many are effectively guessing which
of the many possible correct answers you're supposed to give. The bulk of the game is a walking sim in the dark.

As a narrative game... ehh. There's nothing new or special. It goes on too long and has so much backtracking. If it were half the
length it would've left a better impression.. Played it for five minutes for starters, very beautiful, and good music. Very fun little
game, played it on both Gear VR and Oculus. Definitely worth the money.. meh its sony.. expect bs..
but handy either way
cant fault em

...
hahaha sony. STAY AWAY AT ALL COSTS. This is a real mood healer. I love the vivid colors and the clouds rotating around
the earth. I would like to be able to save to wmv the video presentations of one's progress. Also: I love this musical piece and I
would like to hear other equally as peace generating atmosphere music.. Just finished it. An easy and funny adventure well
worth its price.. nice game. great music, design, levels etc. if u like rat attack.... u will like this. pretty cool
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Ok, so after playing for about 4 hours I can give an honest review of the game do far.

You should know that if your going to buy this game, it's just like any other RPG, don't expect anything too special.

Now then, without further adoo
Pros:
The dialouge is hilarious and breaks the 4th wall all the time, but never to much to get boring.
The ATB system (many of you will remeber this from the classic Final Fantasy games) works well.
I've read many complaints about the fights not being that difficult, thats completely BS. Try fighting the ogres on your own at
level 8. It's a pain, but fun.
THE LIZARD!

Cons:
Areas with lots of mobs are a little laggy with the movement.
The crashing (It only happened 3 times to me) is annoying, but you can save anywhere, so it shouldn't be a problem as long as
you do as it says and save after every level up and what not. (Mini-Pro)
Nox says she has big boobs, but shes 2D............................ (Anyone that has played for a bit wil understand my sadness)

Otherwise I have been enjoying the games humor and RPG aspects. If it's on sale be sure to pick it up, I paid $0.19 for it and I'd
gladly pay more now that I've played it a bit.. Story starts of slow and a little cliche but quickly turns into something interesting.
Character art 6\/10
Suroundings art: 8\/10
Story 7.5\/10

I would recommend this in general if you like visual novels.. Pleasantly surprised at how fun this was to actually play.. Game is
dead, couldn't find a server one bit. Very addictive time waster. 9/10. I was worried that a lot of The Pit's RPG elements would
be lost in translation, but it's all there. Do I want to get better at shanking rats or sorting through garbage for precious edible
biomass? Tough call.

The procedural content makes for some pretty fun moments. In my first run I got in to a fist fight with a crazy man after
shooting his pet scorpion (They were just waiting for the elevator, I'm probably an ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ ); I found Sarah Connor's
apocalypse gun stash, only to discover that my character was about as accurate with an assault rifle as an angry chimpanzee
(guess I shouldn't have put all my points in to garbage sorting) ; and I finally got killed by a giant angry mutant bear and her
three spider-brain concubines (What happens on floor 8, stays on floor 8).

The core mechanics are solid, and the polish will come with time. I'm looking forward to exploring this pit of scum and villany.
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